
Please find below a list of important and quick changes required on the Edufirst portal: 
 
 
Users Backend 
 

1. Teacher: Part of the key activities a teacher should be able to do is  
- Upload assignment questions  
- Upload students records  
- Set students tests . quiz and exam . 
- Generate students test, exams and assignments results whether individually, on a 

class basis. 
What has not been perfected: 
 
I. Add assignment:  

- the add assignment feature has not been perfected as some fields are either frozen 
or unresponsive.  

- A teacher can not select class, even after assigning a class to the specific teacher at 
the point of registration. ( Can the app be tested and this fixed once and for all) 

- How will students receive the assignment solution ?  
 
P.S. Even after following all the steps he provided in the last e-mail the teacher’s account 
still does not have the facility to automatically pick students registered against the class they 
teach and the specific school.  I think it’s better a demo user is created for all user categories 
with all the necessary features working perfectly. 
 
II.  Add Test 
 

- Could you possibly explain how the quiz or add test part works? How will students 
access the quiz or test  and how many question can this take at a time ? 

 
- Could you possibly provide a help guide on how to manage the quiz pro template so 

that we can easily teach teachers how to effortlessly use it. 



III. Continuous assessment list :  
 
This look rather too vague currently, there should be a list or a folder in this panel organizing 
result based on class or subject, this will even help with filtering,  
 
Currently I don’t know how this work, can the result be sent to the student individually ? to 
their parents individually as well ? 
 

 
 
IV. Add result  
 
The add result field is deficient in the following areas: 

- The field to add student name and class are either frozen or not working making the 
add result facility nonfunctional at the moment  

- The field for subjects should include a tab for the teacher to add more subjects  

 
- Image : the add result feature should also generate the individual student result with 

his image. Since the student would have been registered on the platform. 
 
At the moment even after assigning class to a teacher at the registration point, still, I can’t 
select a class, when adding result. Also, there’s no way to select student. 
 
What I have observed is that even when one registers a student or parent and picks a class 
for the student, such a student’s record does not sync with the teacher teaching in the 
school, teaching that particular subject and the class s/he teaches. 
 
2. Students :  



 
There’s no way a student can upload assignment answers via the student portal. 

They can only view answerment at the moment. When a teacher upload assignment , 
students should be able to not only download but upload their own solutions to the 
assignment so the teacher can mark it and upload their scores with the teacher’s solution to 
the said assignment. 
 

 
 
 
 
 


